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Abstract
Recent works have proposed pushdown systems as a tool for analyzing programs with (recursive) procedures. In
particular, the model-checking problem for LTL has been studied. In this paper we examine an extension of this,
namely model-checking with regular valuations. The problem is solved via two different techniques, with an eye
on ef£ciency – both techniques can be shown to be essentially optimal. Our methods are applicable to problems in
different areas, e.g., data-¤ow analysis, analysis of systems with checkpoints, etc., and provide a general, unifying
and ef£cient framework for solving these problems.

1 Introduction
Pushdown systems can be seen as a natural abstraction of programs written in procedural, sequential languages such as
C. They generate in£nite-state transition systems whose states are pairs consisting of a control location (which stores
global information about the program) and stack content (which keeps the track of activation records, i.e., previously
called procedures and their local variables).
Previous research has established applications of pushdown systems for the analysis of Boolean Programs [1, 8]
and certain data-¤ow analysis problems [7]. The model-checking problem has been considered for various logics, and
quite ef£cient algorithms have emerged for linear time logics [2, 6, 9].
In this paper we revisit the model-checking problem for LTL and pushdown systems. Generally speaking, the
problem is undecidable for arbitrary valuations, i.e., the functions that map the atomic propositions of a formula to
the respective sets of pushdown con£gurations that satisfy them. However, it remains decidable for some restricted
classes of valuations. In [2, 6, 9] valuations were completely determined by the control location and/or the topmost
stack symbol (we call these valuations ‘simple’ in the following). Here we propose (and solve) the problem for
valuations depending on regular predicates over the complete stack content. We argue that this solution provides
a general, ef£cient, and unifying framework for problems from different areas (e.g., data-¤ow analysis, analysis of
systems with checkpoints, etc.)
We proceed as follows: Section 2 contains basic de£nitions. Most technical content is in Section 3 where we
formally de£ne simple and regular valuations and propose our solutions to the model-checking problem with regular
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valuations, based on a reduction to the case of simple valuations. We can thus re-use most of the theory from [6].
While the reduction itself is based on a standard method, we pay special attention to ensure its ef£ciency, modifying
the algorithm of [6] to take advantage of speci£c properties of our constructions. We propose two different techniques
– one for regular valuations in general and another for a restricted subclass – both of which increase the complexity by
only a linear factor (in the size of an automaton for the atomic regular predicates). By contrast, a blunt reduction and
analysis would yield up to a quadric (‘'( ’) blowup. Even though one technique is more powerful than the other at the
same asymptotic complexity, we present them both since it is not clear how they might perform in practice.
In Section 4 we consider applicability of our abstract results. The £rst area (Section 4.1) are problems of interprocedural data-¤ow analysis. Here, regular valuations can be used to ‘gather’ pieces of information which dynamically
depend on the history of procedure calls. LTL can express quite complex relationships among those dynamic properties
and allows to solve relatively complicated problems using our model-checking algorithm. To give a concrete example,
we indicate how to decide whether a given variable ) is dead at a given point of a recursive program with dynamic
scoping. Another application (Section 4.2) is connected to systems with checkpoints. First, we introduce a formal
model for such systems, called pushdown systems with checkpoints. The idea is that the computation is interrupted at
certain points and some property of the stack content is checked. Further computational steps depend on the result of
this inspection. This part of our work is motivated by the advent of programming languages which can enforce security
requirements. Newer versions of Java, for instance, enable programs to perform local security checks in which the
methods on the stack are checked for correct permissions. Jensen et al [10] £rst proposed a formal framework for
such systems. With their techniques one can prove the validity of control ¤ow based global security properties as well
as to detect (and remove) redundant checkpoints. Our methods are more general, however; for instance, we are not
restricted to safety properties, and our model can represent data-¤ow as well. Properties of pushdown systems with
checkpoints can be expressed in LTL for which we provide an ef£cient model-checking algorithm. In Section 4.3 we
present and analyze a model-checking algorithm for CTL * . In the context of £nite-state systems it is well-known that
model-checking the more powerful logic CTL * can be reduced to checking LTL [5]. This technique can be transferred
to pushdown systems using model-checking with regular valuations.
The complexity of all of the previously developed algorithms is measured in certain parameters of the problem
which are usually small, and our complexity bounds are polynomials in those parameters. In general, those parameters
can be exponential in the size of a problem instance. Therefore, it is natural to ask whether it is possible to solve some
of the studied problems more ef£ciently by other (possibly quite different) techniques. This question is answered
(negatively) in Section 5 where we establish EXPTIME lower bounds for those problems (even for rather restricted
forms of them). Hence, all of our algorithms are essentially optimal. Complexity measures are discussed in more
detail in Remark 3.1 and in Section 5. We draw our conclusions in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries
2.1

Transition Systems

A transition system is a triple +-,/.10 23426587 where 0 is a set of states, 3:9;0=<>0 is a transition relation, and 5@?A0
is a distinguished state called root.
As usual, we write BC3ED instead of .1BF26D7?43 . The re¤exive and transitive closure of 3 is denoted by 3G* . We
say that a state D is reachable from a state B if BH3I*JD . A state D is reachable if it is reachable from the root.
A run of + is an in£nite sequence of states KL,MBFNOBQPRBTSVUWUWU such that BRXY3ZBRX\[P for each ]_^;` . Observe that an
arbitrary suf£x of a run is again a run – for every ]a?=b caN we de£ne the ]Wdfe suf£x of K , denoted K@.g]W7 , to be the run

B X B X\[P B Xh[ S UWUWU

2.2

The Logic LTL

Let iaj,;kQlH2Wma2no2UWUWUgp be a (countable) set of atomic propositions. LTL formulae are built according to the following
abstract syntax equation (where l ranges over iCj ):

q

rhr ,

ssutvlItw q t q Pyx q S tz q t q P|{ q S

Let +},M.10 23~26587 be a transition system. A valuation of atomic propositions is a function  r iajY3| . The validity
of an LTL formula q for a run KL,MBNR w.r.t. a valuation  , denoted K-t ,Y q , is de£ned inductively on the structure
of q as follows:
2

 Kt , s|s
 Kt ,YlZu BNa?A.1l 7
 Kt ,Yuw q @K}t ,o q
 Kt ,Y q Pyx q SuKt ,o q P and Kt ,o q S
 Kt ,Yuz q uK@.O7yt ,Y q
 Kt , q P|{ q Su ] r .gK@.]7t , q S7x.f u] r Ku.g7t , q P7
We also de£ne  q= s|sV{ q and  q w. w q 7 . An LTL formula q is valid in a state B
Kt ,Y q for each run K which starts in the state B .
2.3

w.r.t.  , written B

t,

q

, iff

Pushdown systems

A pushdown system is a tuple ¡¢,E.1£V2¤2¥2W¦ N 26§_7 where £ is a £nite set of control locations, ¤ is a £nite stack
alphabet, ¥¨9.1£©< ¤7<A.1£©< ¤*7 is a £nite set of transition rules, ¦WNa?A£ is an initial control location, and §ª?>¤
is a bottom stack symbol.
We use Greek letters «¬262WUWUU to denote elements of ¤ , and small letters 26K2UWUWU from the end of the alphabet to
denote elements of ¤Y* . We also adopt a more intuitive notation for transition rules, writing ®f¯82W«y°± 3²®1¦³26Ku° instead of
.´.¯µ2W«y712.6¦³21K@77y?¶¥ .
A con£guration of ¡ is an element of £·<¤* . To ¡ we associate a unique transition system +¹¸ whose states are
con£gurations of ¡ , the root is ®¦WNO21§º° , and the transition relation is the least relation 3 satisfying the following:

®f¯82W«°y± 3:®¦³26 »
° , ®f¯82W«K°V3:®¦³26|Ku° for every K?¶¤ *
Without loss of generality we require that § is never removed from the stack, i.e., whenever ®f¯826§H°Y± 3¼®¦³26Ku°
is of the form |§ .

then K

Pushdown systems can be conveniently used as a model of recursive sequential programs. In this setting, the
(abstracted) stack of activation records increases if a new procedure is invoked, and decreases if the current procedure
terminates. In particular, it means that the height of the stack can increase at most by one in a single transition.
Therefore, from now on we assume that all pushdown systems we work with have this property. This assumption does
not in¤uence the expressive power of pushdown systems, but it has some impact on the complexity analysis carried
out in Section 3.1.

3 LTL on pushdown systems
Let ¡E,½.1£y2¤2¥2W¦´Nv26§H7 be a pushdown system, q an LTL formula, and
the following variants of the model checking problem:

 r iCjH3²v¾¿ À|Á

(I) The model checking problem for the initial con£guration: does ®¦WNv26§H°yt ,o

q

a valuation. We deal with

?

(II) The global model checking problem: compute (a £nite description of) the set of all con£gurations, reachable or
not, that violate q .
(III) The global model checking problem for reachable con£gurations: compute (a £nite description of) the set of all
reachable con£gurations that violate q .
In this paper we use so-called ¡ -automata to encode in£nite sets of con£gurations of a pushdown system ¡ . As we
shall see, in some cases we can solve the problems (II) and (III) by computing ¡ -automata recognizing the above
de£ned sets of con£gurations.
De£nition 3.1 Let ¡Â,G.1£V2¤2¥2W¦WNv21§H7 be a pushdown system. A ¡ -automaton is a tuple ÃL,G.1ÄC2¤2WÅR2W£V2WÆa7 where
Ä is a £nite set of states, ¤ (i.e., the stack alphabet of ¡ ) is the input alphabet, Å r ÄL<»¤Â3Ç|È is the transition
function, £ (i.e., the set of control locations of ¡ ) is the set of initial states, and Æ-9ÉÄ is a £nite set of accepting
states. We extend Å to elements of ÄÉ<Ê¤* in the standard way. A con£guration ®g¯821Ku° of ¡ is recognized by Ã iff
ÅO.g¯826K@7Ë>ÆÉ,;
 Ì.
3

In general, all of the above mentioned variants of the model checking problem are undecidable – if there are no
‘effectivity assumptions’ about valuations (i.e., if a valuation is an arbitrary function  r iaj3Í|¾¿ À|Á ), one can easily
express undecidable properties of pushdown con£gurations just by atomic propositions. Therefore, we search for
‘reasonable’ restrictions which do not limit the expressive power too much but allow to construct ef£cient modelchecking algorithms at the same time. For example, we can restrict ourselves to those valuations which are completely
determined by associating atomic propositions with subsets of £©<@¤ (see, e.g., [2, 6]).

De£nition 3.2 Let ¡Â,G.6£V2¤2¥Î7 be a pushdown system, Ï r .iajY<Î£a7y3Ð À a function. A simple valuation 
|¾V¿¹À|Á (speci£ed by Ï ) is de£ned as follows: 8.6l 7y,/kQ®f¯82W«Ku°Jt|«A?AÏ .1lH26¯7126K?¶¤*p .

r iCj3

In other words, (in)validity of an atomic proposition in a given con£guration depends only on its control location and
the topmost stack symbol (in our framework, we are mainly interested in reachable con£gurations where the stack is
always nonempty). Consequently, if we are given a pushdown system ¡ , an LTL formula q , and a simple valuation
 , we can easily synchronize ¡ with a Büchi automaton which recognizes exactly the models of w q , reducing the
model-checking problem to the problem whether a given Büchi pushdown system has an accepting run [2, 6]. Here, it
is crucial that atomic propositions are evaluated in a completely ‘static’ way because otherwise we could not perform
the aforementioned synchronization.
In our paper, we propose a more general kind of valuations which are encoded by £nite-state automata. We
advocate this approach in the next sections by providing several examples of its applicability to practical problems;
moreover, we show that this technique often results in rather ef£cient (or, at least, essentially optimal) algorithms by
presenting relevant complexity results.
De£nition 3.3 Let ¡¢,E.1£y2´¤2¥2W¦WNv26§_7 be a pushdown system, Ï a function which assigns to each pair .1lº21¯7 of
a deterministic £nite-state automaton ÒÓÔ over the alphabet ¤ with a total transition function; we also
assume that the initial state of ÒÓÔ is not accepting. A regular valuation  r iCj3Í|¾V¿ ÀÁ (speci£ed by Ï ) is de£ned as
follows: 8.6l 7y,/kQ®f¯826Ku°¬tWKÕ4?AÖ.gÒÔY
Ó 7p where KÕ denotes the reverse of K .

iaja<Ñ£

Hence, an atomic proposition l is valid in a con£guration ®f¯826Ku° iff the automaton Ò²ÓÔ enters a £nal state after reading
the stack contents bottom-up. As we shall see, the requirement that ÒEÓÔ is deterministic is rather natural and has an
important impact on complexity analysis. The assumption that the initial state of ÒÓÔ is not accepting simpli£es our
next constructions – as we already mentioned, we are only interested in reachable con£gurations where it is impossible
to empty the stack. Hence, this assumption does not bring any ‘real’ restrictions from a practical point of view.

3.1

Model-Checking with Regular Valuations

The variants of the model checking problem de£ned in the previous section have been considered in [6] for simple
valuations. The following theorems are taken from there:
Theorem 3.1 Let ¡É,/.1£y2´¤2¥2W¦´Nv26§H7 be a pushdown system, q an LTL formula, and  a simple valuation. Let × be
a Büchi automaton for w q . Then one can compute



a ¡ -automaton Ø with Ùu.th£tRÚÎt ¥Êtg7 states and Ùu.1th£CtÜÛÜt ¥ÊtÜÛR.1th£CtRÚÎt ¥Î7´7 transitions in Ùu.th£CtÜÛÜt ¥ÊtÜÛR.th£CtRÚÎt ¥Î7´7
time and space such that Ø recognizes exactly the reachable con£gurations of ¡ ;

S



S

a ¡ -automaton Ã of size Ùu.t\£CtWÛWt ¥ÊtWÛWt ×_t 7 in Ùu.t\£Ct ÛWt ¥ÊtWÛt × t Ý7 time using Ùu.th£CtWÛWt ¥ÊtWÛWt × t
Ã recognizes exactly those con£gurations ®f¯826Ku° of ¡ (reachable or not) such that ®f¯826Ku°ºt  ,Y

S 7 space such that
q ;

Ùu.t\S £CtßÛ¹t ¥Êt¹Û.1th£CtßÚ/t ¥Êtg7 S Ûßt × t S 7 in Ù@.1th£Ct¹Ûßt ¥ÊtßÛß.th£CtßÚ;t ¥Êtg7 S Û¹t ×_t Ý7 time using
S
Ùu.t\£CtÛt ¥ÊtÛ.th£tFÚàt ¥Êtg7 Ût × t 7 space such that ÃaÞ recognizes exactly those reachable con£gurations ®f¯826Ku° of
¡ such that ®f¯826Ku°Ht ,o q .



a ¡ -automaton ÃaÞ of size

Theorem 3.2 Let ¡É,/.1£y2´¤2¥2W¦´Nv26§H7 be a pushdown system, q an LTL formula, and  a simple valuation. Let × be
a Büchi automaton which corresponds to w q .



Problems (I) and (II) can be solved in Ùu.th£Ct

S ÛOt ¥ÊtQÛOt × t Ý7
4

time and Ùu.th£CtQÛOt ¥ÊtOÛOt ×

tS 7

space.

S



Problem (III) can be solved in either Ùu.th£CtWÛWt ¥ÊtWÛ.th£CtÚ»t ¥Êtg7 ÛWt ×_t Ý 7 time and Ùu.th£CtWÛWt ¥ÊtWÛ.th£tÚAt ¥Êtg7
S
space, or Ùu.th£t ÝºÛOt ¥ÎtQÛv.th£tvÚ~t ¥Êt7ÛOt ×_t Ý|7 time and Ùu.t\£Ct ÝºÛOt ¥ÊtOÛv.t\£CtvÚ~t ¥Êtg7ÛOt × t 7 space.

S ÛWt × t S 7

Our aim here is to design ef£cient model checking algorithms for regular valuations. We show that one can actually
build on top of Theorem 3.1.
For the rest of this section we £x a pushdown system ¡á,â.1£y2´¤2¥2W¦WNv26§_7 , an LTL formula q , and a regular
valuation  . The Büchi automaton which corresponds to w q is denoted by ×G,G.1ã_2´QäVå126æ 265FNv2Wçè7 . Let k³l PR2WUWUWU2WlYéµp
be the subset of atomic propositions which appear in q , and let ÒEÓÔ¬êV,/.6ÄHÓX 2¤2WëFÓX 2WBRÓX 2WÆºX Ó 7 be the deterministic £nitestate automaton associated to .1lX26¯7 for all ¯¶?à£ and  ì=]Yì=' . Observe that we do not require the ÒEÓÔ¬ê automata
to be pairwise different; as we shall see in Section 4.2, there are several ‘safety’ problems which can be reduced to
the model-checking problem for pushdown systems and the LTL logic with regular valuations. In this case, many of
the Ò ÓÔ¬ê automata are identical and this fact substantially in¤uences the complexity. For simplicity, we assume that
whenever ],/
  or ¯/,í
 ¦ , then the ÒEÓÔ¬ê and ÒîÔï automata are either identical or have disjoint sets of states. Let
kÜÒ²PR2WUWUUW21Òðèp be the set of all ÒÓÔ¬ê automata where aìI]HìÑ' and ¯Î?£ , and let Äºñ be the set of states of Òñ
ù ?Gôßjöõvjö÷ø , ¯=?ú£ , and
for each ì/Aì/ò . The Cartesian product P´óñRóßð ÄHñ is denoted by ôßjöõvjö÷ø . For given 5A
 ì]oì' , we denote by 5|ù XÓ the element of ÄHÓX which appears in 5 ù (observe that we can have 5|ù XÓ ,©5vù ñî even if ]a,=
  or
¯~,M
 ¦ ). The vector of initial states (i.e., the only element of ôßjöõvjö÷ø where each component is an initial state of some
ÒÓÔ¬ê ) is denoted by Bù . Furthermore, we write Dºù ,½ëù .Ü5ßù 2W«y7 if Dù ÓX ,ªëFÓX .Ü5|ù XÓ 2W«y7 for all _ì]Yì=' , ¯¶?A£ . Now we present
and evaluate two techniques for solving the model checking problems with ¡ , q , and  .
Remark 3.1 (On the complexity measures) The size of an instance of the model-checking problem for pushdown
systems and LTL with regular valuations is given by t ¡ t Ú©thßt Ú©t q t , where t\t is the total size of all employed
automata. However, in practice we usually work with small formulae and a small number of rather simple automata
(see Section 4); therefore, we measure the complexity of our algorithms in t × t and tgôßjöõvjö÷øFt rather than in t q t and thßt
(in general, × and ôßjöõvjö÷ø can be exponentially larger than q and  ). This allows for a detailed complexity analysis
whose results better match the reality because t ×_t and tfôßjöõvjö÷øFt stay usually ‘small’. This issue is discussed in greater
detail in Section 5 where we provide some lower bounds showing that all algorithms developed in this paper are also
essentially optimal from the point of view of worst-case analysis.
Technique 1 – extending the £nite control
The idea behind this technique is to evaluate the atomic propositions l PR2WUWUWU2WlYé ‘on the ¤y’ by storing the (product
of) ÒÓÔ¬ê automata in the £nite control of ¡ and updating the vector of states after each transition according to the
(local) change of stack contents. Note that here we conveniently use the assumptions that the ÒÓÔJê automata are
deterministic, have total transition functions, and read the stack bottom-up. However, we also need one additional
assumption to make this construction work:
Each automaton ÒÓÔ¬ê is also backward deterministic, i.e., for every ûÑ?~ÄHÓX and
one state Dü?AÄHXÓ such that ëFÓX .gDW2W«y7V,û .

«~?A¤

there is at most

Note that this assumption is truly restrictive – there are quite simple regular languages which cannot be recognized by
£nite-state automata which are both deterministic and backward deterministic (as an example we can take the language
kQý X tR]þ~`p ).
We de£ne a pushdown system ¡@ÞÊ,Z.6£oÞÿ2¤2¥uÞÿ2W¦ÜN Þ 21§H7 where £oÞÊ, £Í<;ôßjöõvjö÷ø , ¦ÜN Þ ,/.1¦Nv2 ë ù .TBFù 26§_7´7 , and the
transition rules ¥uÞ are determined as follows: ®.g¯82Q58ù 712W«°± 3AÞJ®´.1¦³2v
ùû 7626Ku° iff the following conditions hold:

 ®f¯82W«°y± 3:®¦³26Ku° ,
 there is Düù ?=ôßjöõvjö÷ø

such that ëù . DWù 2W«y7V,M5 ù and ë ù

. DWù 26K Õ 7V,·ùû .
Observe that due to the backward determinism of ÒEÓÔ¬ê there is at most one D ù with the above stated properties; and
ù ?úôßjöõvjö÷ø there is at most one
thanks to determinism of ÒÓÔ¬ê we further obtain that for given ®g¯µ2W«°Y± 3á®1¦³21Ku° and 5Ê
à
ùû ?=ôßjöõvjö÷ø such that ®.g¯82Q58ù 712W«°y± 3»ÞJ®.6¦³2vûVù 7621Ku° . From this it follows that t ¥uÞÿt,;t ¥ÊtOÛQtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt .
ù ,¢ëù .TBFù 26K Õ 7 (remember that Bù is the vector of initial states
A con£guration ®.6¦Q2Q58ù 7626Ku° of ¡@Þ is consistent iff 5ª
of ÒEÓÔ¬ê automata). In other words, ®.1¦³2Q58ù 7621Ku° is consistent iff 5 ù ‘re¤ects’ the stack contents K . Let ®f¯826Ku° be a
con£guration of ¡ and ®.g¯82Q58ù 7126Ku° be the (unique) associated consistent con£guration of ¡ÊÞ . Now we can readily
con£rm that
5

®g¯µ26Ku°y3²®1¦Q26 ° , then ®´.g¯82Q58ù 7126Ku°V3:®.6¦³2vVùû 7126 ° where ®´.1¦³2vVùû 7126 ° is consistent;
(B) if ®´.g¯82Q5ù 7126Ku°V3:®.1¦³2vV
ùû 7126 ° , then ®.6¦³2vVùû 7621 ° is consistent and ®f¯826Ku°y3²®1¦³21 ° is a transition of +¹¸ .
As the initial con£guration of ¡@Þ is consistent, we see (due to (B)) that each reachable con£guration of ¡@Þ
(A) if

is consistent
(but not each consistent con£guration is necessarily reachable). Furthermore, due to (A) and (B) we also have the
following:
(C) let ®f¯826Ku° be a con£guration of ¡ (not necessarily reachable) and let ®.g¯82Q58ù 7126Ku° be its associated consistent
con£guration of ¡ Þ . Then the parts of + ¸ and + ¸  which are reachable from ®f¯826Ku° and ®.g¯82Q58ù 7126Ku° , respectively,
are isomorphic.
The underlying function Ï of the simple valuation OÞ is de£ned by

¤

Ï .1l X 2.g¯82Q58ù 7´7y,
for all

Ì

if 5vù XÓ ?AÆºX Ó
otherwise

_ì=]Yì=' , g. ¯82Q58ù 7?A£oÞ . Now it is easy to see (due to (C)) that for all ¯¶?A£ and K·?¶¤Y*

®f¯826Ku°Vt , q u ®.¯82Q5ù 7126Ku°Vt , q where 5 ù ,íëù .TBFù 26K Õ 7

we have
(1)

During the construction of ¡CÞ we observed that th£oÞ tu,¼t\£Ct Ûtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt and t ¥uÞ tu,¼t ¥Êt Û tgôßjÿõOjÿ÷øFt . Applying
Theorem 3.2 naı̈vely, we obtain that using Technique 1, the model-checking problems (I) and (II) can be solved in
cubic time and quadratic space (w.r.t. tgôßjöõvjö÷øFt ), and that model-checking problem (III) takes even quadric time and
space. However, closer analysis reveals that we can do much better.
Theorem 3.3 Technique 1 (extending the £nite control) gives us the following bounds on the model checking problems
with regular valuations:

S WÛ t ¥ÊtWÛWtgôßjöõvjö÷øFtWÛWt ×_t Ý 7 time and Ùu.th£CtRÛWt ¥ÊtWÛWtgôßjöõvjö÷ø³tRÛWt ×_t S 7 space.
S
S
Problem (III) can be solved in either Ùu.t\£Ct6Û6t ¥Êt6Û1.1th£Ct1Ú t ¥Êtg7 Û6tgôßjöõvjö÷øFt6Û6t ×_t Ý7 time and Ùu.1th£Ct6Û6t ¥Êt6Û1.th£Ct6Ú t ¥Êt7 Û
S
S
tfôßjöõvjö÷øFtÛt × t 7 space, or Ùu.t\£Ct Ý¹Û t ¥Êt Û .th£töÚat ¥Êt7ÜÛtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt Ût ×_t Ý7 time and Ùu.t\£Ct Ý¹Û t ¥Êt Û .th£töÚat ¥Êt7ÜÛtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt Ût ×_t 7

1. Problems (I) and (II) can be solved in Ùu.1th£Ct
2.

space.
In other words, all problems take only linear (!) time and space in tgôßjöõvjö÷øFt . Proof: We say that a ¡Þ -automaton is wellùû 7´7 of
formed iff its set of states is of the form Ä=<Côßjöõvjö÷ø where Ä is a set such that £9;Ä . A transition .´.¯82 Dù 712W«¬2.g¯|Þÿ2vV
a well-formed ¡CÞ -automaton is consistent (w.r.t. ë ù ) iff ë ù .Rû
ù 2W«y7, D ù . A ¡Þ -automaton is consistent iff it is well-formed
and contains only consistent transitions.
For the proof we revisit the algorithms presented in [6]. Algorithm 1 shows the computation of  ÷|* from [6],
restated for the special case of consistent ¡ Þ -automata. We £rst show that computation of  ÷ * upholds the consistency
of a ¡CÞ -automaton.
Lemma 3.1 When receiving a consistent ¡Þ -automaton as input, Algorithm 1 will output a consistent ¡CÞ -automaton.
Proof: Recall that Algorithm 1 implements the saturation procedure of [2], i.e., all additions to the automaton correspond to the following situation:
If ®.¯µ2OV
ùû 712W«°y± 3:®.¯
.´.¯µ2OVùû 712W«¬2.1¦³2vµùû Þ Þ67´7 .

Þ 2vùû Þ 7621Ku°

in ¥

Þ

and


.g¯ Þ 2vùû Þ 7   I
3 .1¦³2vùû Þ Þ 7

in the current automaton, then add a transition

ù ?Íôßjöõvjÿ÷ø such that ëù . DWù 2W«y7Ê, ùû and
From the existence of the transition rule in ¥uÞ we know that there exists D=
ëù . DWù 26K Õ 7 ,Íµùû Þ . Provided that the automaton is consistent, we know that ë ù .Rµùû Þ Þÿ26K Õ 7 ,Íµùû Þ . Exploiting the backward
ù ,·µùû Þ Þ , and hence the added transition is consistent.

determinism we get Dü
The fact that the algorithm only has to deal with consistent transitions in¤uences the complexity analysis:
Lemma 3.2 Given a consistent ¡CÞ -automaton ÃL,.1Ä·<ôßjöõvjö÷ø2´¤2WÅR2W£·<àôßjöõvjö÷ø2WÆa7 , we can compute 
S
in Ùu.thÄat ÛOt ¥ÊtOÛQtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtg7 time and Ùu.thÄCtOÛOt ¥ÊtOÛQtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtvÚ4thÅQtg7 space.
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÷|*.6Ö.fÃ>7´7

Algorithm 1
Input: a pushdown system ¡Þ¬,/.1£©<Aôßjÿõvjö÷ø2´¤2¥uÞÿ2W¦´Nv26§H7 ;
a consistent ¡CÞ -automaton Ã-,/.1Ä·<Aôßjöõvjö÷ø2¤2WÅÜ2W£·<Aôßjöõvjö÷ø2WÆa7
Output: the set of transitions of Ã 

 ÷²Ìj  õßø:Å  ¥uÞ Þ²Ì  Á
ù 712W«°± 3²®.¯|Þÿ2vµùû Þ6762¹ °V?¶¥uÞ do j  õßø
for all ®.¯µ2OûV

while j õß
 øu,;
 Ì do

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

j  õ ßøkv..g¯82vùû 762«¬2.g¯|Þÿ2vµùû Þ67´7p

;

ùû 712W«¬2.1¦ÜÞÿ2vµùû Þ67´7 from trans;
pop Dº,/.´.6¦Q2OV
if D?   ÷ then
 ÷  ÷>kTDp ;
ùû P762W«yPW°± 3²®.6¦³2vùû 762«°y?.¥uÞ¥uÞ Þ67 do
for all ®.g¯PR2vV
j  õßø j  õßøkO.´.g¯PR2vVùû P762«PR2.1¦ Þ 2vùû Þ 7´7p ;
ùû P762W«yPW°± 3²®.6¦³2vùû 762«¬«S|°V?¶¥uÞ do
for all ®.g¯PR2vV
¥uÞ Þ Í¥uÞ ÞkQ®.g¯PR2vVùû P762«PW°y± 3:®.6¦ÜÞÿ2vµùû Þ6712W«S|°´p ;
for all .´.6¦ÜÞÿ2vûµù Þ6762«Sv2.1¦ÜÞ Þÿ2vµùû Þ Þ67´7?  ÷ do
j  õßø¢j  õßø>kv.´.¯PR2vùû PW712W«yPR2.1¦ÜÞ Þÿ2vµùû Þ Þ67´71p ;
return rel

Proof: A complete proof for the general case, discussing data structures and other details is given in [6]. Here we just
point out the important differences for the special case of consistent automata.




Line 10 will be executed once for every combination of a rule ®´.g¯ P 2vùû P 712W« P °y± 3:®.1¦³2vV
ùû 712W«¬« S ° and a (consistent)
ùû 762«¬2.1¦ÜÞÿ2vµùû Þ67´7 . Since µùû Þ is the single state for which ëù .Wµùû Þÿ2W«V7y,·ùû holds, there are Ùu.t ¥uÞ6tÛTthÄCtg7V,
transition .´.6¦³2vV
Ùu.t\ÄatOÛOt ¥ÊtOÛQtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtg7 such combinations. Thus, the size of ¥ Þ Þ is also Ùu.thÄatQÛOt ¥ÊtOÛOtgôßjöõvjÿ÷øFtg7 .



For the loop starting at line 11,
tfôßjöõvjö÷øFt7 times.

.1¦ÜÞÿ2vµùû Þ67

and

«8S

(and hence µùû Þ Þ ) are £xed, so line 12 is executed

Ùu.thÄCt S Ût ¥ÊtÛ

ùû PW712W«yPW°V± 3 ®´.1¦³2vùû 762«° in ¥uÞu¥Þ Þ and transitions
Line 8 is executed once for every combination of rules ®.¯ PÜ2vV
.´.6¦³2vûVù 712W«¬2.1¦ÜÞÿ2vµùû Þ67´7 . Since the size of ¥uÞ Þ is Ùu.t\Äat Û t ¥Êt Û tfôßjöõvjö÷øFtg7 and µùû Þ is unique, we have Ùu.thÄCt S Û t ¥Êt Û tfôßjöõvjö÷øFt7

such combinations.

Lemma 3.3 The repeating heads of the product of ¡Þ and × can be computed in
S
and Ùu.th£CtQÛOt ¥ÊtOÛOtgôßjöõvjö÷øFtOÛOt ×_t 7 space.

Ùu.th£t S Û|t ¥Êt|Û|tfôßjöõvjö÷øt|Ût × t Ý7

time

Proof: (analogous to [6]) The algorithm £rst computes the set  ÷8*.ky®f¯|Þÿ2!ß°»tü¯|Þ?}£oÞH<Iãàpv7 . Since this set
can be represented by a consistent automaton with th£tJ<=thã tJ<=tfôßjöõvjö÷øFt many states and no transitions, this step is
bounded by the aforementioned limitations on time and space. From the results a head reachability graph of size
Ùu.t\£Ct´Û´t ¥Êt´Û´tgôßjöõvjö÷øFt´Û´t ×_t S 7 is constructed. To £nd the repeating heads, we identify the strongly connected components

of that graph which takes time linear in its size.
We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 3.3. The steps required to solve the model-checking problems are as
follows:




Compute the set of repeating heads "$# of the product of ¡CÞ and × . According to Lemma 3.3, this takes
Ùu.t\£Ct S Ûgt ¥ÊtgÛftfôßjöõvjö÷øFtgÛft × t Ý 7 time and Ùu.t\£CtfÛgt ¥ÊtfÛgtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtgÛft ×_t S 7 space, and we have t "$#tß,;Ùu.t ¥ÊtgÛftgôßjÿõvjö÷ø³tgÛft × t7 .
Construct an automaton Ã

accepting exactly the consistent subset of "%#Ê¤* . Take Ã ,É..´.1£½<àãC7 »kQBFpv7o<
ßô jöõvjö÷ø2¤2ÅÜ2W£;<¶kT5FN|pH<>ôßjöõvjö÷ø2kv.1B2QBQù 71pv7 . For every repeating head ®.g¯8265O2vVùû 712W«° , add to Å the unique transition
.´.¯µ265O2vVùû 712W«¬2F.6BF2vµùû Þ177 with ë ù .Rùû Þö2«y7V,û ù . For every triple .Wùû 2W«2Oûµù Þ67 such that ë ù .Rûµù Þÿ2W«y7V,û ù add to Å the transition
.´.6BF2vùû 762W«2.6BF2vµùû Þ177 . There are at most Ùu.tgôßjÿõOjÿ÷øFtÛt ¤tg7u9Ùu.1t ¥ÊtÛtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt7 such triples. This automaton is
consistent and has Ùu.t\£CtOÛOtfôßjöõvjö÷øtOÛOt ×_tg7 states and Ùu.1t ¥ÊtOÛOtgôßjÿõOjÿ÷øFtOÛOt ×_tg7 transitions.
 Compute the automaton ÃaÞ¬,/.´..1£/<ã&7 @kQB³pO7¬<ôßjöõvjö÷ø2´¤2WÅÜÞÿ2W£/<¶kT5N|p_<ôßjöõvjö÷ø2kO.1BF2³BQù 7pO7 corresponding to
 ÷|*.1Ö.gÃ77 . According to Lemma 3.2, this takes Ùu.t\£Ct S Ût ¥ÊtÛftfôßjöõvjö÷øFtfÛt × t Ý7 time and Ùu.t\£CtfÛt ¥ÊtÛftfôßjöõvjö÷øFtfÛt × t S 7
space. (Recall that the size of × is also a factor in the size of the product transition rules.)
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Due to Lemma 3.1, Ã  Þ is consistent and accepts only consistent con£gurations. According to Proposition  3.1
in [6] we have '/t  ,Y q for every con£guration in Ö.fÃÞ67 . According to (1), we then have ®f¯826Ku°~t  ,Y q
for every ',Í®.¯82vV
ùû 7126Ku° in Ö.fÃaÞ67 . Hence, we can solve the problem (II) by modifying ÃaÞ slightly; let ÃèÞ Þ
be the automaton ÃaÞ Þ , ..´.1£L<~ã7(kQB³pv7_<úôßjöõvjö÷ø)=£V2¤2WÅÜÞ Þÿ2£y2kO.1BF2³BQù 7pO7 where ÅÜÞ Þ@,âÅÜÞ*k.¯82«¬2W¦O7t
.´.¯µ265O2vVùû 712W«¬2¦O7 ?;ÅRÞvp . Problem (I) is solved byS checking whether ®1¦´Nv26§º°?/Ö.fÃaÞ Þ67 . Since none of the steps
S
required to compute ÃèÞ Þ takes more than Ùu.1th£Ct Ût ¥ÊtÛtgôßjöõvjö÷øFtÛt × t Ý7 time and Ù@.1th£CtÛ|t ¥ÊtÛtgôßjöõvjÿ÷øFtÛt ×_t 7
space, the £rst part of our theorem is proven.



To prove the second part we simply need to synchronise ÃaÞ Þ with the automaton Ø which recognizes all reachable con£gurations. Computing Ø takes Ùu.1th£Ct|Ût ¥ÊtÛ.t\£CtÚIt ¥Êtg77 time and space according to Theorem 3.1.
The synchronization is performed as follows: For all transitions .g¯82W«¬21¯|Þ67 of ÃèÞ Þ and .1¦³2W«¬2¦ÜÞ67 of Ø we add a
transition .´.g¯82W¦O712W«¬2.g¯|Þ 2W¦ÜÞ67´7 to the product. A straightforward procedure however would give us a higher result
than necessary. We can do better by employing the following trick from [6]: £rst all transitions .1¦³2W«¬2W¦³Þ67 of
Ø are sorted into buckets labelled by « . Then each transition of ÃèÞ Þ is multiplied with S the transitions in the
respective bucket. As Ø has Ùu.1th£Ct8Ú/t ¥Êt7 states, each bucket contains Ùu.´.t\£Ct8Ú/t ¥Êt7 7 items. Hence, the
S
S
product can be computed in Ùu.th£CtvÛ|t ¥Êt|Û.1th£CtÚÑt ¥Êtg7 Û|tfôßjöõvjö÷øFtvÛ|t ×_t 7 time and space. Alternatively, we can
S
S
sort the transitions of Ã Þ Þ into buckets of size Ùu.t\£Ct Ûvt × t Ûvtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt7 (exploiting the consistency of t Ã Þ Þ t ) and
S
construct the product in Ù@.1th£Ct ÝÛWt ¥ÊtWÛ.t\£CtÚAt ¥Êtg7 ÛWtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtWÛt × t 7 time and space. If we add the time and space
which is needed to construct ÃèÞ Þ and Ø , we get the results stated in the second part of Theorem 3.3.
+,

Technique 2 – extending the stack
An alternative approach to model-checking with regular valuations is to store the vectors of ôßjÿõOjÿ÷ø in the stack of ¡ .
This technique works without any additional limitations, i.e., we do not need the assumption of backward determinism
of ÒÓÔJê automata.
We de£ne a pushdown system ¡ Þ,M.1£y2´¤Þÿ2¥uÞÿ2W¦´Nv26§VÞ67 where ¤Þy,~¤I<àôßjöõvjö÷ø , §VÞy,.g§º2³BQù 7 where B ù is the vector
of initial states of ÒÓÔ¬ê automata, and the set of transition rules ¥uÞ is determined as follows:

 ®f¯82.1«¬2Q58ù 7°± 3AÞJ®1¦³2!ß°àu ®f¯82W«°y± 3:®¦³2!ß°
 ®f¯82.1«¬2Q58ù 7°± 3AÞJ®1¦³2.g2Q58ù 7°àu ®g¯µ2W«°± 3:®¦³26°
 ®f¯82.1«¬2Q58ù 7°± 3 Þ ®1¦³2.g2vVùû 7´.. -2Q58ù 7°àu ®g¯µ2W«°± 3²®1¦³21-y° x
ùû ,½ëù .Ü5ßù 2!-V7

Intuitively, the reason why we do not need the assumption of backward determinism in our second approach is that the
stack carries complete information about the computational history of the Ò ÓÔ¬ê automata.
A con£guration ®¦³2.1«*/2 5.ù 07´7 ÛWÛÛ.1«PR2 58.´ù O77° is called consistent iff 5.´ù O7º,ÂB ù and 58.gCù Ú~O7º,Ðë ù
_ì10 .
The underlying function Ï of the simple valuation QÞ is de£ned by

Ï .1lYX126¯7V,;kv.1«¬2Q58ù 7t|«A?¶¤2Wë³ÓX .T5vù XÓ 2«y7?AÆºX Ó p

It is easy to see that ®¦³2W«2/YÛWÛWÛW«PW°yt ,Y q u:®¦³2.1«2/2 58.ù 077¹ÛWÛWÛ.6«yPR2 58.ù O7´7°yt ,o q

. 58.gù 762W«ñ³7

where ®1¦Q2.6«2/2 5.ù 07´7

for all

ÛWÛÛ.1«PR2 58.´ù O7´71°

is consistent.
Theorem 3.4 Technique 2 (extending the stack) gives us the same bounds on the model checking problems with regular
valuations as Technique 1, i.e.:

S WÛ t ¥ÊtWÛWtgôßjöõvjö÷øFtWÛWt ×_t Ý7 time and Ùu.th£CtRÛWt ¥ÊtWÛWtgôßjöõvjö÷ø³tRÛWt ×_t S 7 space.
S
S
Problem (III) can be solved in either Ùu.t\£Ct6Û6t ¥Êt6Û1.1th£Ct1Ú t ¥Êtg7 Û6tgôßjöõvjö÷øFt6Û6t ×_t Ý7 time and Ùu.1th£Ct6Û6t ¥Êt6Û1.th£Ct6Ú t ¥Êt7 Û
S
S
tfôßjöõvjö÷øFtÛt × t 7 space, or Ùu.t\£Ct Ý Û t ¥Êt Û .th£töÚat ¥Êt7ÜÛtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt Ût ×_t Ý 7 time and Ùu.t\£Ct Ý Û t ¥Êt Û .th£töÚat ¥Êt7ÜÛtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt Ût ×_t 7

1. Problems (I) and (II) can be solved in Ùu.1th£Ct
2.

space.
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Þ tH,t ¥Êt8Ûtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt (here we use the fact that each ÒEÓÔ¬ê is deterministic), we can compute a ¡ !. 42¤Þÿ!2 -2£y2ça7 of size Ùu.t\£CtµÛµt ¥ÊtµÛµtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtµÛµt ×_t S 7 in Ùu.th£Ct S Ût ¥ÊtµÛµtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtµÛµt ×_t Ý|7 time and
Ùu.t\£CtFÛt ¥ÊtÛFtgôßjöõvjö÷øFtÛFt ×_t S 7 space such that 3 recognizes all con£gurations of ¡@Þ which violate q (see Theorem 3.1);
then, to solve problem (I), we just look if 3 accepts ®¦Nv26§Þ ° .
The problem with 3 is that it can also accept inconsistent con£gurations of ¡ Þ . Fortunately, it is possible to
perform a kind of ‘synchronization’ with the reversed ÒÓÔJê automata. We de£ne Ã¢,Í.6ÄC2¤2ÅÜ2W£V2WÆa7 where ÄE,
. 4-<àôßjöõvjö÷ø³7 >£ , Æ,ªç·<Îk B³ù p , and Å is de£ned as follows:
<=
 if 5769 823?
ù ,íë ù .Ü5¹ù 2«y7 ;
: ; > is a transition of - , then Å contains a transition ..5µ2 Dù 7  8 3 .!>82Q58ù 7 where Dü
 if .g¯82Q58ù 7 3²
8 ..5µ2 Dù 7 , ¯¶?A£ , is a transition of Å , then ¯ 3 8 .@5µ2 Dù 7 is also a transition of Å .
Proof: Since t ¥
automaton 3Ç,

Notice that Ã is the same size as 3 since in every transition D ù is uniquely determined by 5 ù and « . Now, for every
con£guration ®g¯82F.6«A/2 58.!ù 07´7¹ÛWÛWÛ.6«yPR2 58.ù O7´7° , one can easily prove (by induction on 0 ) that

-V.g¯82.1«2/2 58.ù 0 7´7 ÛWÛWÛ.1«PR2 58.ù O 7´7´7y,;¦ where 5.gCù ÚÑQ7V,íë ù . 58.gù ß712W«ñ³7 for all _ì=u10
iff

ÅO.´.g¯82Q58ù 712W«2/ÛÛWÛR«yP7y,/.1¦³2 58.´ù Q7´7 where 5
ù ,½ëù . 58.!ù 0712W«2/¹71U
From this we immediately obtain that Ã indeed accepts exactly those con£gurations of ¡ which violate q . Moreover,
the size of Ã and the time and space bounds to compute it are the same as for 3 which proves the £rst part of the
theorem.
To solve problem (III), one can try out the same strategies as in Theorem 3.3. Again, it turns out that the most ef£cient way is to synchronize Ã with the ¡ -automaton Ø which recognizes all reachable con£gurations of ¡ . Employing
the same trick as in Theorem 3.3 (i.e., sorting transitions of Ø into buckets according to their labels), we obtain that the
S
S
S
size of ÃèÞ is Ùu.1th£CtÿÛÿt ¥ÊtÿÛ .t\£Ct Úut ¥Êtg7 Ûÿtfô¹jÿõvjö÷øFt Ûÿt × t 7 and it can be computed in Ùu.1th£CtÿÛÿt ¥ÊtÿÛ .t\£Ct Úut ¥Êtg7 Ûÿtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtÿÛÿt × t Ý7
S
S
time using Ùu.th£CtTÛÜt ¥ÊtÜÛÜ.th£CtÜÚÊt ¥Êtg7 ÛÜtfôßjöõvjö÷øtÜÛÜt × t 7 space. Using the alternative method (sorting transitions of Ã into
S
buckets instead and exploiting determinism) we get an automaton of size Ùu.1th£Ct Ý Ûvt ¥ÊtvÛ|.th£t|ÚÑt ¥Êt7Ûvtgôßjöõvjö÷øFtvÛvt ×_t 7
S
+,
in Ùu.th£Ct ÝºÛOt ¥ÊtOÛO.th£CtvÚ4t ¥Êt7ÛOtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtOÛOt × t Ý7 in time and Ùu.1th£Ct ÝºÛOt ¥ÊtOÛv.1th£CtvÚ4t ¥Êtg7ÛQtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtOÛOt × t 7 space.

4 Applications
4.1

Interprocedural Data-Flow Analysis

Pushdown systems provide a very natural formal model for programs with recursive procedures. Hence, it should not
be surprising that ef£cient analysis techniques for pushdown automata can be applied to some problems of interprocedural data-¤ow analysis (see, e.g., [7, 11]). Here we brie¤y discuss the convenience of regular valuations in this
application area. We do not present any detailed results about the complexity of concrete problems, because this would
necessarily lead to a quite complicated and lengthy development which is beyond the scope of our work (though the
associated questions are very interesting on their own). Our aim is just to provide convincing arguments demonstrating
the importance of the technical results achieved in Section 3.
A standard way of abstracting recursive programs for purposes of interprocedural data-¤ow analysis it to represent
each procedure £ by its associated ¤ow graph. Intuitively, the ¤ow graph of £ is a labelled binary graph whose nodes
correspond to ‘program points’, and an arc '  B 3 'Þ indicates that the control ¤ow is shifted from the point ' to
' Þ by performing the instruction ' . The entry and exit points of £ are modeled by distinguished nodes. To avoid
undecidabilities, the CEDGFsGHGIKJGFGIKL2MEI command (and related instructions) are modeled by nondeterminism, i.e., there
can be several arcs from the same node. Moreover, there are special arcs with labels of the form Nõ 2O .õ .P øF7 which
model procedure calls (where õ .P ø is a vector of terms which are passed as parameters). Flow graphs can be easily
translated to pushdown systems; as transitions of pushdown systems are not labelled, we £rst perform a ‘technical’
modi£cation of the ¤ow graph, replacing each arc '  B 3¨'Þ where ' is a nondeterministic node (i.e., a node with more
than one successor) by two arcs '  Q 3¨'Þ Þ  B 3¨'Þ where 'Þ Þ is a new node and  is a ‘dummy’ instruction without any
effect. This allows to associate the instruction of each arc '  B 3 ' Þ directly to ' (some nodes are associated to the
dummy instruction). Now suppose there is a recursive system of procedures £yPR2WUWUUW2W£éµ2W0 , where 0 is a distinguished
9

starting procedure which cannot be called recursively. Their associated ¤ow graphs can be translated to a pushdown
automaton in the following way:



for each node ' of each ¤owgraph we introduce a fresh stack symbol RAé ;



for each arc of the form '  B 3¨'Þ we add a rule ®´Ûh2!Ré°± 3²®Ûh2!R¶é  ° , where Û is the (only) control location;

[\ =



for each arc of the form 'TXSVUXWY&WX&Z6 U& 3M' Þ we add the rule ®´Û\2Ré°ü± 3 ®Ûh2WÄ ^] `_aRé  ° where Äb^] `_ is the stack
å
å
symbol for the entry node of (the ¤ow graph of) Ä . Observe that one can also push special symbols corresponding to arguments if needed;



for each procedure £ different from 0 we add the rule ®´Û\2£Acd
å
node of £ . For the starting procedure 0 we add the rule ®Ûh2W0 cd

°o± 3 ®´Û\2¹° , where £Acd å
å °y± 3:®´Û\20 cd å ° .

corresponds to the exit

In other words, the top stack symbol corresponds to the current program point (and to the instruction which is to be
executed), and the stack carries the information about the history of activation calls. Now, many of the well-known
properties of data-¤ow analysis (e.g., liveness, reachability, very business, availability) can be expressed in LTL and
veri£ed by a model-checking algorithm (in some cases the above presented construction of a pushdown automaton
must be modi£ed so that all necessary information is properly re¤ected – but the principle is still the same). For
example, if we want to check that a given variable ) is dead at a given program point ' (i.e., whenever the program
point ' is executed, in each possible continuation we have that ) is either not used or it is rede£ned before it is used),
we can model-check the formula

H.´jVe  é , ².´.1wføT÷aghC{igv÷jKho7lkÂ.´üw(f øT÷mgnhY7´7´7
in the con£guration ®Ûh2W0^] `_O° , where f øTm÷ gnh , f ø÷agnh , and gv÷.joh are atomic propositions which are valid in exactly
å
those con£gurations where the topmost stack symbol corresponds to the program point ' , to an instruction which uses
the variable ) , or to an instruction which de£nes ) , respectively. Even in this simple example, we can see that regular
valuations are indeed useful – if we have a language with dynamic scoping (e.g., LISP), we cannot resolve to which )
the instruction ) r q
, p at a program point ' refers to without examining the stack of activation records (the ) refers to
a local variable ) of the topmost procedure in the stack of activation records which declares it). So, f øa÷ gnh and gO÷ joh
would be interpreted by regular valuations in this case.
The example above is quite simple. The ‘real’ power of regular valuations would become apparent in a context of
more complicated problems where we need to examine complex relationships among dynamically gathered pieces of
information. This is one of the subjects of intended future work.

4.2

Pushdown Systems with Checkpoints

Another area where the results of Section 3.1 £nd a natural application is the analysis of recursive computations
with local security checks. Modern programming languages contain methods for performing run-time inspections
of the stack of activation records, and processes can thus take dynamic decisions based on the gathered information. An example is the class r2sGsEIMGMEtKuGJ|sGvKuGLGLKIGv implemented in Java Development Kit 1.2 offering the method
sEHKI2sEwGxKIGvGyCGMGMGCzuGJ which checks whether all methods stored in the stack are granted a given permission. If not, the
method rises an exception.
We propose a (rather general) formal model of such systems called pushdown system with checkpoints. Our work
was inspired by the paper [10] which deals with the same problem. Our model is more general, however. The
model of [10] is suitable only for checking safety properties, does not model data-¤ow, and forbids mutually recursive
procedure calls whereas our model has none of these restrictions. Properties of pushdown systems with checkpoints
can be expressed in LTL and we provide an ef£cient model-checking algorithm for LTL with regular valuations.
De£nition 4.1 A pushdown system with checkpoints is a triple {à,G.g¡ !2 |ß26æJ7 where

 ¡É,/.1£V2¤2´¥2W¦Nv26§_7
 |

is a pushdown system,

is a function with domain 3á9E£L<Î¤ which assigns to each pair .¯µ2W«y7@?T3 a deterministic £nite-state
 Æ Ó , and
automaton Ò Ó ,É.1Ä Ó 2¤2WÅ Ó 2B Ó 2WÆ Ó 7 . For technical convenience, we assume that Å Ó is total, B Ó ?ú
8 8 8 of 3 are called checkpoints.
8
8
8
Ö.gÒ Ó 79GkK8 «ÊtWK?¶8 ¤*p . Elements

8

10

 æ r¥ 3

kvÚH2  2`p

is a function which partitions the set of transition rules into positive, negative, and inde®¦³26 ° are
pendent ones. We require that if .g¯82W«y7 is not a checkpoint, then all rules of the form ®f¯82W«°>± 3
independent.

The function æ determines whether a rule can be applied when an inspection of the stack at a checkpoint yields a
positive or negative result, or whether it is independent of such tests. Using positive and negative rules, we can model
systems which perform CEDGFsGHGIKJGFGIGLMEI commands where the condition is based on dynamic checks; hence, these
checks can be nested to an arbitrary level. The fact that a rule ®f¯82W«°± 3¢®¦³26 ° is positive, negative, or independent is
[ ®¦³26 ° , ®g¯82«°± 3~}à®¦³26 ° , or ®f¯82W«°y± 3 N ®¦³26 ° , respectively.
denoted by ®f¯82W«°y± 3
To { we associate a unique transition system +& where the set of states is the set of all con£gurations of ¡ , ®¦WNO21§º°
is the root, and the transition relation is the least relation 3 satisfying the following:

®f¯82W«°y± 3 [ ®¦³26 ° , then ®f¯82W«ßKu°V3:®¦³26|Ku° for all K?¶¤* s.t. K Õ A
« ?AÖ.fÒ
 if ®f¯82W«°y± 3}à®¦³26 ° , then ®f¯82W«ßKu°V3:®¦³26|Ku° for all K?¶¤* s.t. K Õ I
« ?A
 Ö.fÒ
N
 if ®f¯82W«°y± 3 ®1¦³21° , then ®g¯82«ßKu°y3²®1¦³26|Ku° for all K·?¶¤Y* .


if

Ó 7;
8
Ó 7;
8

Some natural problems for pushdown processes with checkpoints are listed below.



The reachability problem: given a pushdown system with checkpoints, is a given con£guration reachable?



The checkpoint-redundancy problem: given a pushdown system with checkpoints and a checkpoint
there a reachable con£guration where the checkpoint .g¯82«y7 is (or is not) satis£ed?

.g¯82W«y7 , is

This problem is important because redundant checkpoints can be safely removed together with all negative (or
positive) rules, declaring all remaining rules as independent. Thus, one can decrease the runtime overhead.



The global safety problem: given a pushdown system with checkpoints and a formula q of LTL, do all reachable
con£gurations satisfy q ?
An ef£cient solution to this problem allows to make ‘experiments’ with checkpoints with the aim of £nding a
solution with a minimal runtime overhead.

Actually, it is quite easy to see that all these problems (and many others) can be encoded by LTL formulae and regular
valuations. For example, to solve the reachability problem, we take a predicate l which is satis£ed only by the
con£guration ®f¯826Ku° whose reachability is in question (the associated automaton Ò²ÓÔ has \÷ P j8.gK@7 states) and then
we check the formula º.wl 7 . Observe that this formula in fact says that ®f¯826Ku° is unreachable; the reachability itself
is not directly expressible in LTL (we can only say that ®f¯826Ku° is reachable in every run). However, it does not matter
because we can simply negate the answer of the model-checking algorithm.
4.2.1

Model-Checking LTL for Pushdown Systems with Checkpoints

Let {-, .f¡@2!|26æJ7 be a pushdown system with checkpoints, where ¡ , .1£V2¤2¥2W¦´Nv26§_7 . We de£ne a pushdown
system ¡Þ_,¨.1£É<kOÚ_2  2´`ßpQ2¤2¥uÞÿ2.1¦´NO2´`7126§_7 where ¥uÞ is the least set of rules satisfying the following (for each
 ?àkvÚH2  2`p );

®f¯82W«°y± 3 [ ®¦³26 °y?¶¥ , then ®´.g¯82  712W«°y± 3²®´.1¦³2Ú7621 °y?¶¥uÞ ;
 if ®f¯82W«°y± 3 } ®¦³26 °y?>¥ , then ®.¯82  762«°± 3²®´.1¦³2  7621 °y?¶¥ Þ ;
 if ®f¯82W«°y± 3 N ®1¦³21°V?¶¥ , then ®.g¯82  712W«°y± 3:®.1¦³2`87626 °V?¶¥uÞ .
Intuitively, ¡Þ behaves in the same way as the underlying pushdown system ¡


if

of { , but it also ‘remembers’ what kind
of rule (positive, negative, independent) was used to enter the current con£guration.
Let  be a regular valuation for con£gurations of { with an underlying function Ï (see De£nition 3.3), and let q
be an LTL formula. Let  v÷mN , ÷ P , and evø be fresh atomic propositions which do not appear in q . We de£ne a
function Ï Þ , which is the underlying function for a regular valuation  Þ for con£gurations of ¡ Þ , as follows:



if lª?>iaj Yk2O÷aN 2 ÷ P m2 evøFp , then Ï

Þ6.6lH2.g¯82  7´7V,ªÏ .1lH26¯7
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for 

?kOÚ_2  2´`ßp

 Ï Þ . v÷aN 2.g¯82  77V,=Ò for  ?àkvÚ_2  2`p , where Ò is the product automaton accepting
Ö.gÒ Ó 7 where

8
8nz
,;k«Êt .¯µ2W«y7 is a checkpoint p
 Ï Þ6. ÷ P 2.g¯82  7´7V,ªÏÞ6.evø2.¯µ2Ú 7´7V,=Ò , where Ò is a one-state automaton accepting ¤Y* .
 Ï Þ . ÷ P 2.g¯82`877V,ªÏ Þ . u÷ P 2.g¯82Ú77V,ªÏ Þ . evø2.g¯82  7´7V,ªÏ Þ .evø2.¯µ2`877V,=Ò , where Ò is a one-state automaton accepting Ì .
Now we can readily con£rm the following:
Theorem 4.1 Let ®f¯826Ku° be a con£guration of { . We have that

®f¯826Ku°Vt ,

where

q

u

®.g¯82`87126Ku°Vt ,

 
º.´. v÷aNu,:z¶.1w÷ P 7´7xÊ.1w) v÷aNz@,:z¶.1wevø³7´77 .

o

, q

Proof: It suf£ces to realize that

is an in£nite path in + iff

®f¯826Ku°  ®f¯|Nv26KüN|°y3²®g¯ PÜ26KPW°y3:®f¯|Sv26KüS|°y3²®f¯ Ý 12 K Ý °y3:ÛÛWÛ

®.g¯82`87621Ku°  ®´.g¯|Nv2  N7126KüN|°y3²®´.g¯PR2  P7621KèPW°y3:®.g¯|Sv2  S7621KüS|°y3:ÛÛWÛ


is an in£nite path in + ¸  satisfying (where each  X for ]Hþª` is either Ú ,  , or ` ; realize that all  X are determined
uniquely). Indeed, ensures that all transitions in the latter path are ‘consistent’ with possible checkpoints in the
former path. As all atomic propositions which appear in q are evaluated identically for pairs ®f¯ X26KHX° , ®´.g¯ X12  X´7621KHX°
(see the de£nition of ÏµÞ above), we can conclude that both paths either satisfy or do not satisfy q .
+,
The previous theorem in fact says that the model-checking problem for LTL and pushdown systems with check
points can be reduced to the model-checking problem for LTL and ‘ordinary’ pushdown systems. As the formula
is £xed and the atomic propositions v÷mN , ÷ P , and evø are regular, we can evaluate the complexity bounds for
the resulting model-checking algorithm using the results of Section 3.1. Let kQl_PR2WUUWUW2WlYép be the set of all atomic
propositions which appear in q , and let  ,}k~PÜ2WUUWUW2ÒEðèp be the set of all ÒÓÔ¬ê automata. Let ôßjöõvjö÷ø be the
Cartesian product of the sets of states of all Ò Ó automata and the automata of  . Let × be a Büchi automaton which
8
corresponds to w q . Now we can state our theorem
(remember that £ is the set of control states and ¥ the set of rules
of the underlying pushdown system ¡ of { ).
Theorem 4.2 We have the following bounds on the model checking problems for LTL with regular valuations and
pushdown systems with checkpoints:

S WÛ t ¥ÊtWÛWtgôßjöõvjö÷øFtWÛWt ×_t Ý7 time and Ùu.th£CtRÛWt ¥ÊtWÛWtgôßjöõvjö÷ø³tRÛWt ×_t S 7 space.
S
S
Problem (III) can be solved in either Ùu.t\£Ct6Û6t ¥Êt6Û1.1th£Ct1Ú t ¥Êtg7 Û6tgôßjöõvjö÷øFt6Û6t ×_t Ý7 time and Ùu.1th£Ct6Û6t ¥Êt6Û1.th£Ct6Ú t ¥Êt7 Û
S
S
tfôßjöõvjö÷øFtÛt × t 7 space, or Ùu.t\£Ct Ý¹Û t ¥Êt Û .th£töÚat ¥Êt7ÜÛtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt Ût ×_t Ý7 time and Ùu.t\£Ct Ý¹Û t ¥Êt Û .th£töÚat ¥Êt7ÜÛtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt Ût ×_t 7

1. Problems (I) and (II) can be solved in Ùu.1th£Ct
2.

space.
Proof: We apply Theorem 4.1, which says that we can equivalently consider the model-checking problem for the
, q , and valuation OÞ . First, let us realize that the Büchi automaton
pushdown system ¡Þ , formula
which

q
obtained by ‘synchronizing’ × with the Büchi automaton for , because
corresponds
to w
. , 7 can be actually



wV. , q 7  xaw q . As the
 formula is £xed, the synchronization increases the size of × just by a constant factor.
Hence, the automaton for wV. , q 7 is asymptotically of the same size of × . The same can be said about the sizes
of £oÞ and £ , and about the sizes of ¥uÞ and ¥ . Moreover, if we collect all automata in the range of ÏÞ (see above) and
consider the state space of their product, we see that it has exactly the size of ôßjöõvjö÷ø because the automata associated
+,
to evø and u÷ P have only one state.
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4.3

Model-checking CTL 

In this section, we apply the model-checking algorithm to the logic CTL * which extends LTL with existential path
quanti£cation [4]. More precisely, CTL * formulae are built according to the following abstract syntax equation:

q

rhr ,

s|s@tvlIt|w q t q Pyx q S tE q tz q t q P|{ q S

where l ranges over the atomic propositions (interpreted, say, by a regular valuation represented by a £nite automaton
of size tgôßjöõvjÿ÷øFt ).
For £nite-state systems, model-checking CTL * can be reduced to checking LTL as follows [5]: For a CTL *
formula q , call the path depth of q the maximal nesting depth of existential path quanti£ers within q . Subformulae
of q can be checked in ascending order of path depth; subformulae of the form  q Þ where q Þ is  -free are checked
with an LTL algorithm which returns the set of states 0  satisfying q Þ . Then  q Þ is replaced by a fresh atomic
proposition whose valuation yields true exactly on 0  , and the procedure is repeated for subformulae of higher path
depth. The method can be transferred to the case of pushdown systems; running the LTL algorithm on  q Þ returns
an automaton Ò  . We can then replace  q Þ by a fresh atomic proposition whose valuation is given by Ò  . This
method was already proposed in [9], but without any complexity analysis.
Let us review the complexity of this procedure. For the rest of this subsection £x a pushdown system ¡ ,
.1£y2´¤2¥2W¦´Nv26§_7 . Given an  -free formula q , let ×/,/.1ã 2 äVå 26æ 215FNO2ça7 be a Büchi automaton corresponding to q , and
let tgôßjöõvjö÷øFt be the size of the ÒEÓÔ¬ê automata encoding the regular valuations of propositions in iCj .
The algorithms from section 3.1 (in general we can only use Technique 2) yield an automaton Ò which accepts
exactly the con£gurations satisfying  q . Observe that Ò is non-deterministic, reads the stack top-down, and has
Ùu.t\£Ct Ût ×_t Ûtfôßjöõvjö÷øFt7 states. We need to modify the automaton before we can use it as an encoding for the regular
valuation of  q . More precisely, we need to reverse the automaton (i.e. make it read the stack bottom-up) and then
determinise it. Reversal does not increase the size, and due to the determinism of ÒEÓÔ¬ê (in bottom-up direction) the
determinisation explodes only the ‘ £Ê<oã part’ of the states, i.e. we get an automaton ÒÐÞ of size è.1tfôßjöõvjö÷øFtOÛÜn ¾ Õ 7 .
To check subformulae of higher path depth we replace  q by a fresh atomic proposition l  . With .6l¡26¯7 we
associate the automaton Ò ÓÔA¢ which is a copy of ÒÐÞ where the set Æ  Ó of accepting states is taken as kV.1¦³2WBQ7t
¦ ?¶|¾V¿ Õ 2W¦¤£G.g¯8265FN712WB¶?ôßjöõvjö÷øJp . The cross product of these new automata with the ‘old’ ÒÓÔ¬ê automata takes
only è.tgôßjöõvjö÷øFtOÛR ¾(  Õ g7 states again; we need just one copy of the new automaton, and all reachable states are of
the form .´.1¦³2WBQ762WBQ7 where ¦ ?¶|¾V¿ Õ and BH?=ôßjöõvjö÷ø .
As we go up in path depth, we can repeat this procedure: First we produce a deterministic valuation automaton
by taking the cross product of the automata corresponding the atomic propositions and those derived from modelchecking formulae of lower path depth. Then we model-check the subformula currently under consideration, and
reverse and determinise the resulting automaton. By the previous arguments, each determinisation only blows up the
non-deterministic part of the automaton, i.e. after each stage the size of the valuation automaton increases by a factor
ê
of   ¾(  ¥  where × X is a Büchi automaton for the subformula currently under consideration.
With this in mind, we can compute the complexity for formulae of arbitrary path depth. Let ×ºPR2WUWUUW21×é be the
Büchi automata corresponding to the individual subformulae of a formula q . Adding the times for checking the
subformulas and using Theorem 3.4 we get that the model-checking procedure takes at most

é
t\£Ct S ÛOt ¥ÊtOÛOtfôßjöõvjö÷øFtQÛR  ¾( ¦ ê§ ¨©  ¥ ê  Û
t ×Xt Ý
YX ªP
time and
é
Ù th£CtQÛOt ¥ÊtOÛOtgôßjöõvjö÷øFtOÛR  (¾   ¦ ê§ ¨2©  ¥ ê  Û
t ×X´t S
YX ªP
space. The algorithm hence remains linear in both t ¥Êt and tgôßjÿõOjÿ÷øFt . The algorithm of Burkart and Steffen [3], applied
to CTL * formulae which are in the second level of the alternation hierarchy, would yield an algorithm which is cubic
in t ¥Êt . On the other hand, the performance of our algorithm in terms of the formula is less clear. In practice, it
Ù

would depend strongly on the size of the Büchi automata for the subformulae, and on the result of the determinisation
procedures.
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5 Lower Bounds
In previous sections we established reasonably-looking upper bounds for the model-checking problem for pushdown
systems (£rst without and then also with checkpoints) and LTL with regular valuations. However, the algorithms are
polynomial in t ¡tÚ/tfôßjöõvjö÷øFtÚ/t × t , and not in the size of problem instance which is (as we already mentioned in
Remark 3.1) t ¡ tÚ/thßtÚ/t q t . In Remark 3.1 we also explained why we use these parameters – it has been argued
that typical formulae (and their associated Büchi automata) are small, hence the size of × is actually more relevant (a
model-checking algorithm whose complexity is exponential just due to the blowup caused by the transformation of
q into × is usually ef£cient in practice). The same can be actually said about tgôßjöõvjö÷øFt – in Section 4 we have seen
that there are interesting practical problems where the size of tgôßjöõvjö÷øFt does not explode. Nevertheless, from the point
of view of worst-case analysis (where we measure the complexity in the size of problem instance) our algorithms are
exponential. A natural question is whether this exponential blowup is indeed necessary, i.e., whether we could (in
principle) solve the model-checking problems more ef£ciently by some ‘better’ technique. In this section we show it
is not the case, because all of the considered problems are EXPTIME-hard (even in rather restricted forms).
We start with the natural problems for pushdown systems with checkpoints mentioned in the previous section (the
reachability problem, the checkpoint redundancy problem, etc.) All of them can be (polynomially) reduced to the
model-checking problem for pushdown systems with checkpoints and LTL with regular valuations and therefore are
solvable in EXPTIME. The next theorem says that this strategy is essentially optimal, because even the reachability
problem provably requires exponential time.
Theorem 5.1 The reachability problem for pushdown systems with checkpoints (even for those with just three control
states and no negative rules) is EXPTIME-complete.
Proof: The membership to EXPTIME follows from Theorem 4.2. We show EXPTIME-hardness by reduction from
the acceptance problem for alternating LBA (which is known to be EXPTIME-complete). An alternating LBA is a
tuple Ò
,/.1ÄC2«2WÅR2W¦Nv2¬µ2µ21¯7 where ÄC2«2WÅÜ2¦Nv2z¬2 and  are de£ned as for ordinary non-deterministic LBA ( ¬ and
 are the left-end and right-end markers, resp.), and ¯ r ÄÉ3 kTJ2 2³õ NaNQ2  ÷®µp is a function which partitions the states
of Ä into universal, existential, accepting, and rejecting, respectively. We assume (w.l.o.g.) that Å is de£ned so that
‘terminated’ con£gurations (i.e., the ones from which there are no further computational steps) are exactly accepting
always halts and that its branching degree is  (i.e.,
and rejecting con£gurations. Moreover, we also assume that Ò
on a word K?¯« * is any
each con£guration has at most two immediate successors). A computational tree for Ò
(£nite) tree ° satisfying the following: the root of ° is (labeled by) the initial con£guration ¦QNG¬|K± of Ò , and if ² is
a node of Ò labelled by a con£guration û¦ where û26?³« * and ¦ ?AÄ , then the following holds:



if ¦ is accepting or rejecting, then ²



is a leaf;



if ¦ is existential, then ² has one successor whose label is some con£guration which can be reached from û¦
in one computational step (according to Å );
if ¦ is universal, then ² has ò successors where ò²ìú is the number of con£gurations which can be reached
from û¦ in one step; those con£gurations are used as labels of the successors in one-to-one fashion.

Ò

accepts K iff there is a computational tree ° such that all leaves of ° are accepting con£gurations.
,G.6ÄC2«2WÅR2W¦N|2z¬2z26¯7 and a word
Now we describe a polynomial algorithm which for a given alternating LBA Ò
K¨?´«o* of length ' constructs a pushdown system with checkpoints {ª,½.f¡@2|ß26æJ7 and its con£guration ®ý|21§º° such
that ®ý|26§H° is reachable from the initial con£guration of { iff Ò accepts K . Intuitively, the underlying system ¡ of {
simulates the execution of Ò and checkpoints are used to verify that there is no cheating during the process. We start
with the de£nition of ¡ , putting ¡Â,/.1ka5µ2ý|265pQ2¤2´¥2!5µ26§_7 where

 ¤4,1«I<A.1Ä´>k  pv72kTyPR2ÛWÛWÛW26éF[ p$ka- PR2ÛWÛÛR2!-ßéµp$kXµ·¶ P 2^µ·S¶ 2^µ·¸ P ^2 µ·S¸ 2WlH2Wã 26§ºp
Ý
 ¥ contains the following (families of) rules:
1. ® 5µ26§H°± 3².® 526yP §H°
? «I<A.6Ä´k  pv7
2. ® 5µ26 X°± 3².® 5µ21X\[PRë° for all _ì]Yì='»ÚÎ and ëa³
3. ® 5µ26 éF[ °± 3².® 5µ2 - PRë|° for every ëè?àXk µ·¶ P ^2 µ·¸ P 2WlH2Wã p
Ý
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4. ® 5µ2!-ßX°± 3:®5µ2!-¹Xh[PW° for every
5. ® 5µ2!-ßéµ°y± 3:®5µ2!¹°

_ì=]Yì='  

6. ® 5µ2Wl_°± 3E®ý|2!ß° , ®5µ2Wã°± 3E®g5v2!¹° , ® 5µ2^µ·¶ P

° ± 3E®.5µ21yPµ·¶ P ° , ®5µ2^µ·¸ P °± 3E®5µ26yPµ·¸ P °
7. ®ý2Wë|°y± 3:®ý2!¹° for every ëa?¹«I<».1Ä´k  pv7
8. ®ý2^µ·¸ P °± 3²®5µ26yPµ·S¸ ° , ®1ý2^µ·S¸ °y± 3:®ý!2 ¹° , ®ý|^2 µ·¶ P °y± 3:®ý|2¹° , ®ý|2^µ·S¶ °y± 3:®ý|2¹°
9. ®f5O2Wë°± 3²®g5v2!¹° for every ëa?¹«I<».1´
Ä k  pv7
10. ®f5O2^µ·¶ P °y± 3:®5µ26yPµ·S¶ ° , ®f5O2^µ·S¶ °y± 3:®f5O!2 ß° , ®f5O^2 µ·¸ P °± 3:®f5O!2 ß° , ®g5O2 µ·S¸ °± 3²®g5v!2 ¹°
Intuitively, the execution of ¡ starts by entering the state .® 5µ21yP §º° (rule 1). Then, exactly 'ÎÚÎ symbols of «Ñ<».1Ä~
k  pv7 are pushed to the stack; the compound symbol .. R»21D7aº
? «<4.1»
Ä àk  pv7 indicates that the tape contains the
symbol R and, if Dü?AÄ , that the head is at this position and the control state of Ò is D ; if Dü,  it means that the head
is elsewhere. During this process, the family of X symbols is used as a ‘counter’ (rules 2). Realize that the word K of
length ' is surrounded by the ‘ ¬ ’ and ‘  ’ markers, so the total length of the con£guration is 'àÚà . The last symbol
é³[ Ý is then rewritten to - PRë , where ë is one of µ·¶ P ^2 µ·¸ P 2WlH2Wã (rules 3). The purpose of ë is to keep information
about the just stored con£guration (whether it is existential, universal, accepting, or rejecting) and the index of a
rule which is to be used to obtain the next con£guration (always the £rst one; remember that accepting and rejecting
con£gurations are terminal). After that, -VP is successively rewritten to all of the -¹X symbols and disappears (rules 4,5).
Their only purpose is to invoke several consistency checks – as we shall see, each pair ..5µ2!-ßX´7 is a checkpoint and all
rules of 4,5 are positive. Depending on the previously stored ë (i.e., on the type of the just pushed con£guration),
we either continue with guessing the next one, or change the control state to ý or 5 (if the con£guration is accepting
or rejecting, resp.) Hence, the guessing goes on until we end up with an accepting or rejecting con£guration. This
must happen eventually, because Ò
always halts. If we £nd an accepting con£guration, we successively remove all
existential con£gurations and those universal con£guration for which we have already checked both successors. If we
£nd a universal con£guration with only one successor checked – it is recognized by the ‘µ¹¸ P ’ symbol – we change
‘µ·¸ P ’ to ‘VP!µ·S¸ ’ and check the other successor (rules 7 and 8). Similar things are done when a rejecting con£guration
is found. The control state is switched to 5 and then we remove all con£gurations until we (possibly) £nd an existential
con£guration for which we can try out the other successor (rules 9 and 10). We see that K is accepted by Ò
iff we
eventually pop the initial con£guration when the control state is ‘ ý ’, i.e., iff the state ®ý26§H° is reachable.
To make all that work we must ensure that ¡ cannot gain anything by ‘cheating’, i.e., by pushing inconsistent
sequences of symbols which do not model a computation of Ò
in the described way. This is achieved by declaring
all pairs ..5µ2!-ßX´7 for ¶ì]èì'=Ú; as checkpoints. The automaton Ò¼½ ê for ¶ì]èì' accepts those words of the
form §y8PRëP OSvëSÛWÛWÛ6|ðCë³ð$-¹X , where \÷ P j8.g|ñ³7C,'Ú= , ëFñ¶?iµ·¶ P 2^µ·S¶ 2^µ·¸ P 2µ·S¸ 2WlH2Wã for every ìM=ìMò , such
that the triples of symbols at positions ]R26]yÚÑ³26]yÚ» in each pair of successive substrings K/26G/Ü[P are consistent with
the symbol ë/ w.r.t. the transition function Å of Ò
(if some con£guration has only one immediate successor, then
Ò¾¼½ ê ‘ignores’ the rule index stored in ë/ ). Furthermore, the £rst con£guration must be the initial one, and the last
con£guration 8ð must be consistent with ëFð . Observe that Ò¾¼½ ê needs just Ùu.t Ò²t ¿|7 states to store the two triples
(after checking subwords G/2ë/26K/Ü[P , the triple of K/ is ‘forgotten’) the initial con£guration, a ‘counter’ of capacity
'Ú4 , and some auxiliary information. Moreover, Ò¾¼½ ê is deterministic and we can also assume that its transition
function is total. As all rules associated with checkpoints are positive, any cheating move eventually results in entering
+,
a con£guration where the system ‘gets stuck’, i.e., cheating cannot help to reach the con£guration ®1ý26§H° .
From the (technical) proof of Theorem 5.1 we can easily deduce the following:
Theorem 5.2 The model-checking problem (I) for pushdown systems with checkpoints (even for those with just three
control states and no negative rules) is EXPTIME-complete even for a £xed LTL formula H.1w £n 7 where £n is an
atomic predicate interpreted by a simple valuation  .
Proof: Let us consider the pushdown system with checkpoints {,/.f¡@2!|26æJ7 constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
To ensure that each £nite path in +2 is a pre£x of some run, we extend the set of transition rules of ¥ by a family
of independent rules of the form ®BF2W«°_± 3 ®BF2W«° for each control state B and each stack symbol « . Now it suf£ces
to realize that the initial con£guration ®5µ26§H° cannot reach the state ®ý26§º° iff it cannot reach any state of the form
®ý|21§ ° (where Î?Ê¤* ) iff ®5µ26§H°t ,o H.1w £n 7 where  is a simple valuation with the underlying function Ï such that
Ï . £n 7y,;kv.1ý26§H7p .
+,
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Hence, model-checking LTL for pushdown systems with checkpoints is EXPTIME-complete even when we have
only simple valuations.
Now we analyze the complexity of model-checking with (ordinary) pushdown systems and LTL formulae with
regular valuations. First, realize that if we take any £xed formula and a subclass of pushdown systems where the
number of control states is bounded by some constant, the model-checking problem is decidable in polynomial time.
Now we prove that if the number of control states is not bounded, the model-checking problem becomes EXPTIMEcomplete even for a £xed formula. At this point, one is tempted to apply Theorem 4.1 to the formula H.w £n 7 of
Theorem 5.2. Indeed, it allows to reduce the model-checking problem for pushdown systems with  checkpoints and
º.w £n 7 to the model-checking problem for ordinary pushdown systems and another £xed formula  , º.w £n 7 .
Unfortunately, this reduction is not polynomial because the atomic proposition  v÷mN occurring in is interpreted
with the help of several product automata constructed out of the original automata which implement checkpoints (see
the previous section). Therefore we need one more technical proof.
Theorem 5.3 The model-checking problem (I) for pushdown systems and LTL formulae with regular valuations is
EXPTIME-complete even for a £xed formula .´ correct 7y,².´üw £n 7 .
Proof: This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1. Again, we construct a pushdown system ¡ which simulates
,/.1ÄC2«2WÅÜ2¦Nv2z¬2z26¯7 on an input word K?³«o* of length ' . The difference is
the execution of an alternating LBA Ò
that, since there are no checkpoints, we must £nd a new way of ‘cheating-detection’, i.e., we must be able to recognize
situations when the next con£guration of Ò has not been guessed correctly. It is achieved by adding a family of control
states 'PR2WUWUUW2E'´é ; after guessing a new con£guration, ¡ successively switches its control state to 'OPR2WUWUUW2E'´é without
modifying its stack. The underlying
function Ï of the constructed regular valuation assigns to each pair . correct 2E'´X7 a
ê
which checks that the triples of symbols at ê positions ]Ü26]Úú³26]Úà in each pair of
deterministic automaton Ò B `
SVÀ S å pushed to the stack are ‘consistent’ (Ò B ` is almost the same automaton as
successive con£gurations previously
S å assigned an automaton accepting
the Ò¾¼½ ê of the proof of Theorem 5.1). All other pairs of the form . correct 26¯SVÀ 7 are
¤ * . The ¡ is formally de£ned as follows: ¡É,/.ka5µ2Wý265O2E'vPR2WUWUUW2E'´ép³2´¤2¥2!5µ21§H7 where

 ¤4,1«I<A.1Ä´>k  pv72kTyPR2ÛWÛWÛW26éF[ p$kÁµ·¶ P 2µ·S¶ 2µ·¸ P 2^µ·S¸ 2WlH2Wã 26§ºp
Ý
 ¥ contains the following (families of) rules:
1. ® 5µ26§H°± 3².® 526yP §H°
2. ® 5µ26 X°± 3².® 5µ21X\[PRë° for all _ì]Yì='»ÚÎ and ëa?³«I<A.6Ä´k  pv7
3. ® 5µ26 éF[ °± 3²® 'PR2Wë° for every ëa?àÁk µ·¶ P ^2 µ·¸ P 2WlH2Wãp
Ý
4. ^® ' X 2Wë°± 3:® ' X\[P 2Wë|° for every  ì=]Yì='   and ëa?Xk µ ¶ P ^2 µ ¸ P 2lº2ã p
5. ^® '´é82ë|°y± 3:® 5µ2Wë|° for every ëè?àXk µ·¶ P ^2 µ·¸ P 2WlH2Wã p
6. ® 5µ2Wl_°± 3E®ý|!2 ß° , ® 5µ2Wã°± 3E®g5v!2 ¹° , ® 5µ^2 µ·¶ P °± 3E.® 5µ21yP µ·¶ P ° , ® 5µ^2 µ·¸ P °± 3E® 5µ26yPµ·¸ P °
7. ®ý2Wë|°y± 3:®ý!2 ¹° for every ëa¹
? «I<».1´
Ä k  pv7
8. ®ý^2 µ·¸ P °± 3²® 5µ26yP µ·S¸ ° , ®1ý^2 µ·S¸ °y± 3:®ý!2 ¹° , ®ý|^2 µ·¶ P °y± 3:®ý|2 ¹° , ®ý|^2 µ·S¶ °y± 3:®ý|2 ¹°
9. ®f5O2Wë°± 3²®g5v!2 ¹° for every ëa¹
? «I<».1´
Ä k  pv7
10. ®f5O^2 µ·¶ P °y± 3:® 5µ26yP µ·S¶ ° , ®f5O^2 µ·S¶ °y± 3:®f5O!2 ß° , ®f5O^2 µ·¸ P °± 3:®f5O!2 ß° , ®g5O2 µ·S¸ °± 3²®g5v!2 ¹°
11. ®  2Wë°± 3²®  2Wë° for every control state  and every ëè?¶¤ .

Hence, the rules are almost the same as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, except for some changes in 3.,4.,5., and 11. The
underlying function Ï of the constructed regular valuation assigns to . £n 2ý 7 an automaton recognizing all strings of
¤* where the last symbol is § , and to all other pairs of the form . £n26¯7 an automaton recognizing the empty language.
We see that Ò accepts K iff there is an in£nite path from the state ®5µ26§H° such that correct holds in all states of the path
and £n holds in at least one state iff ®5µ26§H°t  ,o¶. correct 7,¼.´ºw £n 7 where  is the constructed regular valuation.

+,

Observe that model-checking with pushdown systems and any £xed LTL formula whose predicates are interpreted by
a simple valuation is already polynomial (see Theorem 3.1).
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6 Conclusion
We have presented two different techniques for checking LTL with regular valuations on pushdown systems. Both
techniques rely on a reduction to (and slight modi£cation of) the problem for simple valuations discussed in [6]. Both
techniques take linear time and space in tfôßjöõvjö÷øFt where ôßjöõvjö÷ø is the set of states of an automaton representing the
regular predicates used in the formula. Since both take the same asymptotic time it would be interesting to compare
their ef£ciency in practice (for cases where both techniques can be used).
The solution can be seamlessly combined with the concept of symbolic pushdown systems in [8]. These are used
to achieve a succinct representation of Boolean Programs, i.e., programs with (recursive) procedures in which all
variables are boolean.
The ability to represent data is a distinct advantage over the approaches hitherto made in our areas of application,
namely data-¤ow analysis [7] and security properties [10]. For the latter, we have indicated that our model is more
general. Our approach provides a unifying framework for these applications without losing ef£ciency. Both techniques
take linear time in tfôßjöõvjö÷øFt whereas the methods used in [7] were cubic (though erroneously reported as linear there,
too). In [10] no complexity analysis was conducted.
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